
WELCOMING
WINTER

CONTACT US TODAY
FREEPHONE : 0800 262 846    EMAIL : info@boatingandoutdoors.co.nz 

www.boatingandoutdoors.co.nz

MARINE PARTS, 
ACCESSORIES AND 
BOATING SUPPLIES

Offers available from 1 June 2018 to 31 August 2018

23 STORES NATIONWIDE

FREE CHARGER  
with your Winter boat service

                             
 Check out page 3 for details



BATTERY SPECIALS
RECHARGE AND REFLOAT

Century Marine  
Starting Batteries

PS1285 8.5 AH Battery 

Optima Cranking  
Battery

Schumacher Automatic 
Battery Chargers

Marine PRO Batteries have sufficient 
capacity to operate basic electrics 
and incorporate 
Platelock™ 
technology to combat 
the effects of wave 
pounding and engine 
vibration

Century PS Batteries 
are a range of 
superior quality, high 
performance multi-
purpose batteries 
designed to provide 
dependable primary 
and back-up 
power in domestic 
and commercial 
applications 

34M Minimum 
Requirement for a 
Mercury Optimax

Designed to 
withstand 
repeated 
recharge and 
discharge 
cycles

Charges small batteries and maintains 
power sport, car and boat batteries, 
Extends battery life

3A 6A

Schumacher  
Jump Starter Pack 
12000ma 
Starts 4-6 Cylinder Engines 

Please make sure when you are dealing with Batteries you are using the correct 
procedure!! Recently one of our workshops had a customer with a battery that 
came in like this…. It had exploded! Very Dangerous! 

The Charger being used was one not recommended for leaving on for long 
periods of time as it caused the battery to “Gas Off” (Boil)

Along with this the battery terminal had a loose or dirty connection causing a 
spark and igniting the gasses when the operator attempted to start his engine.

Ensure your battery charger is correct for your situation and battery terminals 
and connections are tight and clean.

Our experienced team can help to advise on the correct smart charger 
required for your Batteries, and have fully equipped workshops to install or 
repair as needed.

Remember, if you look after your battery you will get good life out of it, if you 
don’t be prepared to replace it every 1-2 years.

Jet Ski Batteries

DON’T GET CAUGHT WITH A BATTERY PROBLEM

Century Deep  
Cycle Batteries

SUPER VALUE

Jump Pack

$219.99

800CCA

$599.99

SUPER VALUE

YB30 Suits Most Seadoo

$309.99

YB16 Fits Waverunner 

$119.99

SUPER VALUE

720CCA

$279.99

530CCA

680CCA

$179.99

$249.99

SUPER VALUE

12v 96AH

$309. 99

12v 82AH

$279.99

SUPER VALUE

EACH

$54.99
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SUPER VALUE

10A

$179.99

3A

6A

$119.99

$129.99

1A

$59.99



GET SERVICED TODAY
HAVE YOU SERVICED YOUR BOAT?

If you don’t already know, you need to know! When a 
battery is allowed to go flat or even partially flat it will 
permanently lower the capacity of that battery. Over 
time continual jumpstarting or charging of a flat battery 
will lead to failure and it will need to be replaced. If a 
maintenance charger is installed the battery can be 
plugged in as soon as it is not being used, left for extended 
storage times and the capacity of that battery will be 
maintained leading to a drastically extended service life.

With our winter service promo we are offering a free 
1amp battery charger that will have a quick connect 
lead installed on the battery that can be easily plugged 
in when you get your boat home.

WINTER SERVICE PROMOTION

WHY THE FREE CHARGER?

Head Gasket Replacement

Cooling systems can block up, choking water passages and limiting water flow to cool the engine 
temperature resulting in overheating.

Book your outboard in over winter for the head gaskets to be replaced and cooling system cleaned 
out. Salt-Away can also help reduce the corrosive effects of salt on your engine.

Fuel System

Make sure your fuel tanks are clean and full of fuel, to minimise condensation, a fuel filter is fitted and 
a fuel stabilizer is used.

Trailer

Surprisingly an item which is often overlooked!  Don’t neglect the trailer which carry’s around 
your pride and joy. We carry a large range of trailer components and can carry out repairs in our 
workshops. Another option if the rust is getting bad, look at re-galvanizing or upgrading.

Boat Cover

The best place to keep your boat during winter is under cover, if not shed stored check out our great 
range of good quality boat covers as a great option.

DON’T GET TOWED THIS SUMMER

UPGRADE PRICE

10 AMP

$130.00

3 AMP

6 AMP

$70.00

$100.00
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FREE!

Your boat has been tucked away over the cold winter months. 
Then all of a sudden summer 2018/19 kicks in, the sun and fish 
are out! You drag the cover off, hook it on, tow it to the boat 
ramp, load up family and friends and the motor won’t start. 
This is the last thing you or we want. To avoid this Boating and 
outdoors want to get your boat through our workshop in our 
quieter winter months with the incentive of a free battery 
charger. Call to make a booking and Quote “Boating and 
outdoors winter service promo” to receive your free charger 
with service.
By doing this it will spread the workload for our workshops over 
the year and allow you to be on the water reliably as soon as 
the sun hits with NO delay.
Free Charger for services carried out before 31st August 2018, 50hp and above. 
While stock lasts. Servicing is not available at all stores. 

Pros.
• We can give your boat the time and treatment it deserves
• Fuel can be treated before it goes off
• Your boat will not be in our workshop when you want to  
 be on the water

• FREE BATTERY CHARGER!
Cons.
There are none!

Workshop servicing not available at all stores



BLING YOUR BOAT
GREAT SPECIALS TO

Korr LED Work Lights

Fusion Signature  
Series Speakers 

Dual Battery Pack  VSR 
and Non VSR

Piranha P6CC

Fusion Marine RA70 
Bluetooth Stereo

Korr LED Light Bars

Cockpit Handrails

Blue Fin Piranha P3

Fusions sleekest 
value-packed 
marine stereo, 
designed to 
deliver a quality 
on-water 
entertainment 
experience by 
incorporating 
some of the 
latest marine 
technologies.

BUY THIS AND 
RECEIVE FREE

6” EL602 
speakers 
valued at  

$109

Do you want a light bar that gives a good 
spread of light without compromising 
distance? Now you can have it, with 
Korr’s revolutionary XD Gen 3 range. Using 
a world-leading combination of OSRAM® 
and CREE® LEDs, the XD Gen 3 range 
delivers both huge distance and massive 
flood in one insane package.

Includes :

• 680CCA Battery

• Dual Battery Switch  
 and VSR

• Battery Leads

• Battery Tray or Box

• Fully waterproof 
• Compact and powerful 
• Heavy duty mounting bracket 
• Suitable for all outdoor applications

Pushing the boundaries 
of what is possible on 
the water, FUSION’s 
Signature Series marine 
speakers are designed 
to provide unparalleled 
performance even 
when exposed to 
the harshest marine 
conditions.

Premium on-water 
listening.

SUPER VALUE

VSR

$529.99

NON VSR

$429.99

SUPER VALUE

7.5”

$449.99

6.5”

$399.99

FREE GIFT

ONLY

$399.99

GREAT DEAL

485mm

$44.99

260mm

310mm

$29.99

$34.99

SUPER VALUE

22”

27”

$409.99

$559.99

6”

12”

$169.99

$244.99

Stylish and practical, these hand  
rails are easy to fit, bolt on from  
under deck.

The Piranha P3 
Underwater LED light 
is small yet ferociously 
powerful producing 
a class leading 1500 
fixture lumens.

Compact & low profile 
design makes the 
Piranha P3 the perfect 
choice for all types of 
boats 

SAVE

EACH

$389.99

SAVE

ONLY

$999.99
The Piranha P6 Colour 
Changing LED Underwater 
Light produces 2700 fixture 
lumens and gives you the 
flexibility to showcase your 
boat in the colour of your 
choice.

Lights are controlled via a 
simple on/off toggle switch 
to select and stay on the 
desired colour or strobe 
(flashing) mode.

Suitable for use in and out  
of water use.
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10W FLOOD

HK18W

XD120

XD140

$54.99

$59.99

$69.99

$69.99

GREAT SAVINGS

DESCRIPTIONS:
- 10W CREE FLOOD LED 

WORK LIGHT

- 18W CREE FLOOD LED 
WORK LIGHT

- COMBO COMPACT  
18W LED DRIVING LIGHT

- LED COMPACT DRIVING 
LIGHT



BLING YOUR KAYAK
GREAT DEALS

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

EXTRA LARGE

$24.99

$26.99

$42.99

$59.99

Kayak Motor Mount

Kayak Visibility Kit

Sea Anchor

Raymarine Dragonfly Pro inc C-Map

C-Tug Kayak Cart 

Uniden Atlantis 150

Go further with an outboard on 
your kayak, perfect for Minn Kota 
electric outboards or up to 2.5hp 
petrol.

GREAT DEAL

ONLY

$149.99
The C-TUG kayak cart is designed 
and manufactured in Napier, 
New Zealand. Unlike any other 
cart in the paddle sport arena 
today, C-TUG continues to amaze 
sport enthusiasts with its rugged 
appeal, incredible strength and 
satisfying good looks. With yet 
another design improvement, the 
puncture-free wheels now have 
hi-grip rubber tread.

The RAILBLAZA Visibility Kit II 
is a must-have safety item in 
the kit of any kayak angler, or 
recreational paddler. In one 
convenient, value-for-money 
pack you get everything you 
need for your kayak or canoe 
to be seen on the water day 
and night.     

A MUST HAVE

ONLY

$149.99

SAVE

ONLY

$134.99
Perfectly suited for all 
boating and marine 
applications, the MHS050 is 
a 2.5 watt Waterproof* VHF 
Marine Radio. Equipped 
with a table-top drop-in 
charger allowing you to 
conveniently charge your 
unit this compact two-way 
radio is certified to meet 
the world standard JIS8 
waterproof level.

Ideal for fishing, slow/control your drift, 
our Sea Anchor Drogue is constructed 
with tough PVC Rip-Stop fabric, 
reinforced nylon straps, and continuous 
webbing for added strength.

•  Photo-like imagery of bottom structure using CHIRP DownVision

• CHIRP powered Dual Channel sonar; display high resolution structure 
images and target fish at the same time

• Fast response temperature sensor built into the transducer

• Built in 50-channel GPS sensor with fast-acquisition technology

• Available with industry leading, Navionics charts included on microSD. 
View available models

• Intuitive user interface simplifies display choices and menu options

• Ideal for open cockpit installations thanks to spray and submersion 
protection to IPX6 and IPX7 standards

• Tilt/swivel quick release holster with optional locking core for added 
security

SIZE 7”

SIZE 5”

SIZE 4”

$949.99

$799.99

$549.99

 

SAVE

ONLY

$279.99

GREAT SAVINGS

SPECIAL
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STAYING SAFE
LIFEJACKETS

Our 2017 was a great success! 
KEEP A LOOK OUT FOR OUR NEW   

CAMPAIGN STARTING THIS SUMMER 2018

6

CURRENT SPECIALS

Mariner Classic from

$89.99

150N

$99.99We had an amazing 2017 campaign with the partnership 
between Old4New and Boating & Outdoors. The rather large 
branded VW van has toured the country from far north to 
deep south stopping in 55 communities, with support from the 
boating and outdoors stores we have helped 3,300º boaties 
get equipped with the correct Hutchwilco lifejacket for their 
needs, at a great discounted rate.

Our trade-ins range from a new lifejacket that still has the tag 
on it, to something that would assist keeping you on the bottom, 
not afloat. Any jacket traded that is not in tip top shape will be 
disposed of. If it is in good condition and fit for use it is boxed 
up and sent to the Pacific Islands to help communities in need.

 

You can check out our Facebook page to find  
out when our next campaign will be! 

https://www.facebook.com/CoastguardOld4New/

Or visit www.old4new.nz

Scan  here for the  
SELF SERVICING LIFE 

JACKETS video



STAYING SAFE
LIFEJACKETS

Read the instructions
Your inflatable lifejacket should contain information on how to 
wear, operate and look after your device.

It is important that you familiarise yourself with these 
instructions.

Check your lifejacket
Check the following for excessive wear, cracking, fraying 
corrosion or anything to indicate possible loss of strength:

- Zips

- Buckles

- Waist belts

- All fastening mechanisms and devices.

Most importantly, do not try to repair your life jacket or any 
personal flotation device.

Check that:
- The lifejacket has not been previously activated.

- The cylinder can only be used once so check that the  
 green or red clip is in place and that the cylinder does not  
 have a hole pierced in the top.

IF IT DOES, REPLACE THE CYLINDER

- Replace the cylinder and check that it is tightened firmly.

- Open up the lifejacket and fully inflate using the oral  
 inflation tube.

- Leave the jacket overnight and check that there is no loss  
 of pressure.

- Deflate the jacket by turning the inflation tube cap upside  
 down and pressing the one way valve to release all of the  
 air.

- Once all the air is expelled, re-fold the jacket along the  
 printed lines starting at the side furthest from the oral  
 inflation tube.

What should I do with my inflatable lifejacket at 
the end of a day out?
- If your inflatable lifejacket is equipped with automatic  
 inflation, remove the bobbin or cartridge before washing to  
 avoid accidental inflation.

- Rinse: If it has been exposed to salt water, rinse thoroughly  
 in fresh cold water.

- Wash: To clean the outer shell of it, hand wash with warm  
 soapy water. A clothing cleaning agent can be used for  
 removing grease and stubborn stains.

- Dry: Hang it up to dry thoroughly before storing. 

Important - If your inflatable 
lifejacket is equipped with 
automatic inflation
Remember to replace the bobbin 
or cartridge once the inflatable 
lifejacket is thoroughly dry. The 
bobbin can only be inserted one way 
and the cartridge simply screws in.

Bobbins and cartridges
Some automatic inflatable lifejackets 
are equipped with sacrificial water-soluble bobbins and 
others with sacrificial paper element cartridges. They are 
prone to accidental inflation if exposed to humid conditions 
for any length of time. If you have any difficulty, contact the 
manufacturer or place of purchase.

What if I have deployed my inflatable lifejacket?
If you use your inflatable lifejacket, you will need to replace 
the CO2 gas cylinder once it has been used.

It is recommended that you have your inflatable lifejacket 
serviced each time it is deployed. The inflatable lifejacket can 
then be checked for any damage which may have occurred 
during the incident. For automatic inflatable lifejackets, it is 
recommended that the bobbins or cartridges be replaced in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Your inflatable lifejacket 
should be serviced 
in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s 
specifications. Refer 
to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations for 
full servicing details 
relevant to your 
inflatable lifejacket.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET... 
ONE DAY YOU MIGHT NEED IT TO LOOK AFTER YOU

It is your responsibility so follow these steps to make sure it is in good working order.

OLD CYLINDER

CHECK BLADDER CHECK OUTTER COVER CHECK INFLATOR MECHANISM

Does my inflatable  
lifejacket need to 
be serviced?
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NEXT ADVENTURE
FRESHEN UP FOR YOUR

Sikaflex® 291i

International Paint - EpiFill

Salt-Away

SUPER VALUE

440g Pot Top

$69.99

SUPER VALUE

Salt-Attack Multi Function
Engine Flush &nSpray Gun

$49.99

100g Tube

Concentrate 946ml

220g Pot Top

Concentrate 3.79L

SUPER VALUE

300ml

$34.99

70ml

$19.99

$19.99

$44.99

$39.99

$99.99

A medium to high density two part epoxy filler. Epifill can be used above and 
below the waterline and is ideal for all manner of filling jobs. It is especially suitable 
for those jobs where compressive forces are high (ie: between keels and hulls). It 
is also ideal for use as bedding material under deck fittings such as winches. It has 
an easy to use 2:1 mix ratio.

Salt-Away is an engine flush for inboard, outboard, I/O and personal 
watercraft engines, and an exterior salt removing treatment for any 
surface where salt corrosion and build-up is a problem.

Mixed with water, Salt-Away washes away the salt and if not rinsed 
off, leaves a protective film on the surface to prevent rusting and 
corroding, and protects it against future salt corrosion. It is easy to 
apply by using Salt-Away’s special Mixing Unit for bigger jobs or the 
ready-to-use spray bottles for smaller jobs.

Sikaflex-291i is a non-sag 1-c polyurethane sealant specifically developed for 
the marine market, which cures on exposure to atmospheric moisture to form a 
durable elastomer.

It is suitable for making elastic, vibration-resistant joint seals, and can also be 
used for a variety of interior and exterior sealing applications. Sikaflex-291i bonds 
extremely well to the materials commonly used in marine construction like wood, 
metals, metal primers and paint coatings (2-c systems), ceramic materials and 
plastics (GRP, etc.)

SAVE

1 LITRE

$69.99

SAVE

1 LITRE

$59.99

SAVE

1 LITRE

$59.99
• Premium quality 

high-gloss durable 
yacht enamel

• Silicone alkyd 
formula lasts 
twice as long as 
conventional one-
part enamels

• Excellent UV 
resistance

• Extended gloss 
and colour 
retention 
characteristics

• Easy to apply 
giving deep, 
lustrous finish

• Undercoat for 
one-part finishes

• Excellent opacity 
allows for easy 
colour changing

• Long-lasting, easy 
to apply and rub 
down

• Long overcoating 
times allow 
coat-on-coat 
application

• Conventional 
one-part primer

• Quick drying, 
with anticorrosive 
properties

• Pigments contain 
aluminium flake 
to provide an 
anti-corrosive 
protective barrier

ToplacPre-KoteYacht  
Primer
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BOAT THIS SEASON
TAKE CARE OF YOUR

Epiglass Resin/Hardener - ratio 3:1
A versatile epoxy resin system, suitable for a wide variety of uses, 
such as sheathing, laminating, filling and fairing, and gluing, on 
boats of all types. In addition to the high strength and durability 
associated with epoxy resins, this unique and easy-to-use formula 
offers many special features:

• Solvent free and low odour ensuring a cleaner working  
 environment
• Improved workability to adapt to varying environments
• Low viscosity for ease of mixing and wet out

Grunt Superwax
GRUNT SUPAWAX will help protect the finish against U.V rays from the sun, dirt, 
grime, bird dropping stains and give you an unmatched wax shine. GRUNT 
SUPAWAX will also help protect your boat against chalking, marine growth and 
waterline scum. GRUNT SUPAWAX can be applied in direct sunlight, and also 
provides a superlative shine for up to 6 months.

Just wipe on GRUNT SUPAWAX with a damp cloth right around your boat or car 
in one application, then simply polish off with a soft, clean rag.

500ml

Grunt Klenashine Oxidation Remover and Restorer
GRUNT KLENASHINE revitalises and restores fibreglass, gelcoat lacquer and 
enamel surfaces that have an oxidation or light weathering haze to cloud their 
original shine.

GRUNT KLENASHINE is very easy to apply with a damp cloth. Cover your boat or 
car with one application, then simply wipe off with a soft cloth.

GRUNT KLENASHINE cleans and shines all oxidised paint finishes and gelcoat 
surfaces on your boat, car, van, truck, caravan, motorcycle or vintage car. 
GRUNT KLENASHINE can be applied in direct sunlight which makes it a quick 
and easy application with little clean up.

Resin HT9000 

250ml $19.99
500ml $29.99

1L $49.99
4L $169.99

Hardener HT9000
84ml $14.99

167ml $19.99
333ml $24.99
1.33L $79.99

GREAT VALUE

500ml

$34.99

GREAT VALUE

500ml

$34.99

GREAT VALUE

500ml

$34.99Grunt Emer-Gel
• Rust, stain and oxidation remover
• Restores and cleans metal, fabric, wood, fibreglass, gelcoat, 

lacquer and enamel

Goldspar Original Varnish
• High quality one part polyurethane varnish
• Suitable for interiors, exteriors and over existing varnish
• Good UV resistance and abrasion resistance
• Quick drying

GREAT VALUE

1 LITRE

$69.99
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MINN KOTA
INSTALLING A

Putting an electric motor on your boat, could just about be the 
best decision you make and will definitely change the way you 
fish....period! 

Whether, like me, you fish mainly in the shallows or target your 
fish in deeper water, a Minn Kota makes your life so much easier 
and your ability to target fish so much more effective. You can 
move around silently and in complete control using the I Pilot 
remote control and the touch of a button see’s you speed 
up, slow down, change direction or hold your position via the 
anchor setting. 

I hang my remote around my neck on it’s lanyard and that 
allows me quick and easy access all the time. I can control 
what’s happening with one hand whilst holding a rod in the 
other. This lets me be ready to fish at a moment’s notice and 
in a game where my window of opportunity is mere seconds, it 
dramatically increases my odds of success.

You can also set a course, track on a heading as well as link 
it up to work alongside your sounder using the I-Link feature. 
I was speaking to a guy at the boat ramp the other day that 
uses it 30km off shore to anchor over structure while they jig for 
kingfish!

It is also a game changer in freshwater, especially lake fishing. 
Holding over a gps mark while you jig for trout, harling at 
change of light at the exact speed you need or trolling and 
downrigging where you need to follow a drop off, a MInn Kota 
will do it all with ease. As a fly fisherman, it gives me total control 
to put myself in a position to get my fly in front of fish, no matter 
where they are and that is worth its’ weight in gold.

They are incredibly easy to engage and stow away and I have 
yet to run the battery out, even with a whole day of hard, 
almost constant use. The guys at Trev Terry Marine did a top 
job of installing it all for me and did so in no time at all. I would 
definitely recommend that you get them to do this for you as 
they know what they are doing and do it well.

I spent a couple of years getting by without an electric motor 
on my boat and did ok but within an hour of being out on 
the water with one fitted, I wished I had made the decision 
to get one a lot sooner! Now I can’t imagine fishing without it 
and anyone that I have met that has one or fished with since 
getting it, thinks the same.

If you like to fish and have a boat, then do yourself a HUGE 
favour and invest in a Minn Kota. If you like to fish and don’t 
have a boat, then buy a boat and get a Minn Kota put on it!! 

I promise you that you will be stoked that you did.

Alex
Trippin On Trout 

NO EXAGGERATION... 
I COULD NOT LOVE A HUMAN BABY AS MUCH AS I LOVE MY MINN KOTA!
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MINN KOTA
GREAT DEALS FROM  

SPECIAL

12V

$269.99

GREAT DEAL

ONLY

$699.99

SAVE

ONLY

$3099.99 

SAVE

ONLY

$5599.99

Endura™ 30 C2 30”

RT55ST i-Pilot 

Endura Max™ 55 42”

RT Ulterra 112 i-Pilot 

Maximum Thrust: 30lb Maximum Amp Draw: 30 Shaft Length: 30”/760mm 
Recommended Max Boat Length: 3.7m

If the Endura™ name looks familiar, it’s because you’ve seen it on 
thousands of transoms over the years. The most popular trolling motor on 
the water is built to explore and built to last. Day after day, year after year 
– like no other.

Endura C2 keeps you on the water longer. And if you want to know 
exactly how much longer you’ve got, use the convenient battery gauge.

Maximum Thrust lb: 55 Volts: 12 Shaft Length: 54”

The all new Saltwater Terrova includes the all new category leading i-Pilot 
with Heading Sensor antenna, Bluetooth communication with a new larger 
screen remote, lift assist as well as a new look design. 

The new foot pedal with spot lock button is optional with this motor.  
New Zealand’s favourite Bow Mount motor just got even better!

Maximum Thrust: 55lb Maximum Amp Draw: 50 Shaft Length: 42”/1067mm 
Recommended Max Boat Length: 5m

The day isn’t over until you say it’s over. Endura Max boasts the power  
of Digital Maximizer, which keeps you on the water up to five times longer 
on a single charge. 

So pack a lunch –and while you’re at it, dinner. This could take a while.

Maximum Thrust lb: 112 Volts: 36 Shaft Length: 72”

Featuring Auto Stow/Deploy and Power Trim, we can understand the 
excitement around this motor. The Saltwater Ulterra i-Pilot is available in 
80lb and 112lb with shaft lengths from 60” to a massive 72” to cater for the 
off-shore angler who wants to hold on those off-shore marks. 

The optional foot pedal features a spot-lock button, power trim and stow/
deploy all from the pedal. The motor comes standard with a remote 
control providing full operation including trim and stow and deploy.
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FOR ALL SEASONS
FANTASTIC SAVINGS

Communication Equipment

SAVE

ONLY

$214.99

SAVE

ONLY

$349.99

SAVE

ONLY

$169.99

During the cooler months it is a good time to check over VHF communication equipment.  It is a very important part of safety 
equipment and shouldn’t be ignored.  Things to look for are loose or exposed cable connections i.e. aerial and power. Checking 
transmit and receive functions, this can be done through a radio call to your local coastguard.  Should you need a new VHF radio 
then you cannot go past the Uniden range that have the best features and warranty periods.

Atlantis 270  
  
• 6 Watt VHF Handheld

• Waterproof & Floating

• AC & DC adaptors included

• 3 Year warranty 

Uniden UM355  

• VHF Fixed Mount Radio

• 1/25 watt switchable

• Programmable scan

• Splashproof (JIS4 standard)

• 2 year warranty

Whether out on the water or storing your boat over Winter a little time spent looking after your battery now will avoid embarrassment 
at the boat ramp or worse a call for help the next time you head out. With less daylight hours and colder temperatures make sure 
that your battery is full and have it tested to ensure it is holding charge. At the same time check that the terminals are clean 
and free of any corrosion. A PowerAll portable jump starter and power bank with its built-in torch and SOS function is a valuable 
companion on any boat providing ‘peace of mind’ wherever you go.

GME GX750 Black Box VHF Marine Radio
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GME GX750 Black Box VHF Marine Radio, an entirely new design concept 
created to address the changing layouts and space restrictions of 
contemporary boat interiors.

The Black Box’s unique concept provides you with all the functionality of a 
conventional VHF Marine Radio in the palm of your hand with the supplied 
full-function LCD Controller Microphone. This allows the compact Black Box 
unit to be mounted almost anywhere in the vessel, leaving only the Controller 
Microphone on the dash. The GX750 is the perfect choice for installation in 
vessels where dash space is at a premium.

FREE 
1.2M Aerial and 

Base



GETTING FUELLED
AN ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 

The nature of fuel stabilizers are that they are preventive treatments. They stop the chemical reactions of instability from starting. 

They cannot take bad, darkened marine fuel or phase-separated ethanol and put it back together.  

That’s why it’s important to fill your tank and treat your marine fuel when it is at its peak of quality, to keep it that way.

Fuel Stabiliser and Conditioner

Fuel Filters... Don’t risk engine damage,  
  purchase the genuine recommended filter 

Why Do I Need A Fuel Stabilizer For My Boat?

Can A Fuel Stabilizer For Boats Reverse Bad Fuel?

Any petroleum fuel (gas, diesel, biodiesel, E10, E15) goes bad over time when it is exposed to four 
factors - water, oxygen, light and heat. Fuel instability is the result of chemical chain reactions 
happening in the fuel, turning stable fuel molecules into unstable ones, and resulting in the larger 
parts of the stable blend falling out of solution while the whole mixture turns dark. 

Heat and light simply provide energy for these reactions to take place. Air and water help to 
provide oxygen, which some of these chemical reactions need to take place. Obviously a boat 
is going to have a lot of water around for the fuel to get exposed to. And if you use ethanol fuel, 
you’ve got the big problem of phase separation from the ethanol fuel absorbing water from the 
air. 

So you need a marine fuel stabilizer because the marine environment contains excessive amounts 
of one of the key components that causes instability in both diesel and ethanol fuels. 

Genuine Oils

SUPER VALUE

XD 100 3.7L

$99.99

XD 30 3.7L

XD 50 3.7L

$69.99

$79.99

SUPER VALUE

25W-40 3.7L

$69.99

Premium Plus 3.7L

Optimax DFI 3.7L

$69.99

$89.99

SUPER VALUE

4M 3.7L

$69.99

2M 3.7L

2W 3.7L

$69.99

$89.99

SAVE

355ml

$27.99

SAVE

502905

$34.99

SAVE

236ml

$18.99

SAVE

S3213

$45.99

SAVE

PFF5510

$19.99

SAVE

946ml

$25.99

355ml

$10.99

Yamaha

227lph
Yamaha/Volvo/Suzuki/

Mercury

Yamaha

Evinrude-Johnson

Evinrude-Johnson

Mercury

Yamaha/Mercury

Mercury

Evinrude-Johnson

2M 3.7L
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PLEASE NOTE : Not all products available at all stores

Aftermarket options available  
from $29.99



OUTDOORS
GREAT EQUIPMENT FOR

GREAT DEAL

ONLY

$519.99

GREAT DEAL

ONLY

$269.99

VALUE DEAL

5 LITRE

$119.99

GREAT DEAL

ONLY

$389.99

Handheld Comm-Kit

KORR 5 BAR CAMP KIT 

Beacon Gas Fire Pit

Aqua Kem Blue

Top Tank

Aqua Kem Blue Sachets

GME TX6155TP 5 Watt IP67 

Prepare for the Extreme.

A great value pack, the 
TX6155 Comm-Kit is a twin 
pack of the highly successful 
TX6155 IP67 Australian 
designed hand held radio 
packed in a rugged, 
waterproof case.

 (Orange / White) 

This kit contains five 48cm high powered LED bars, two 
of which can produce both white and orange light, and 
three of which produce super-bright white light. The white 
light is ideal when there are no bugs around, and the 
naturally bug-repellant orange light is ideal for when bugs 
are present. In fact the orange light reduces the presence 
of bugs by up to 90%!

• Fire bowl provides a clean, smokeless flame
• Lightweight and portable design allows for quick and easy set up
• High temperature powder coated construction with a protective  
 porcelain finish
• Powerful stainless steel burner lit by electronic ignition
• Supplied with a steel lid and fabric handles for stress free transport  
 and storage
• Operates on LPG
• Approved to NZ Standards

Thetford Aqua-Kem Blue is a powerful anti-bacterial, perfumed chemical toilet waste tank 
formula that kills germs and eliminates odours. Aqua-Kem promotes the breakdown of solids 
and toilet paper while reducing gas build up in Cassettes and portable toilet waste holding 
tanks. The waste tank toilet fluid is concentrated meaning that a 60ml dose is required for 10 
litres of waste tank capacity, with each dose lasting 4 to 5 days. It is also designed to help 
protect moving parts and extend the lifespan of the toilet. It is suitable for use in all chemical 
toilets, waste holding tanks and cassettes found in boats, caravans and motorhomes.

A super-soft toilet 
paper that dissolves 
quickly. 

Prevents clogging and 
makes the waste-
holding tank easier to 
empty.

Fresh water deodorant 
which also protects rubber 
seals and adds a protective 
coating to the toilet bowl 
surface. 

Will not harm septic tanks.

BATHROOM ESSENTIALS FOR THE BOAT

Porta Potti Qube 145

Fiamma Soft Toilet Paper

VALUE DEAL

ONLY

$19.99

VALUE DEAL

ONLY

$9.99

VALUE DEAL

15 SACHETS

$29.99

VALUE DEAL

ONLY

$139.99
Concentrated powder liquefies 
solids in the waste holding tank. 
Keeps the waste-holding tank 
fresh-smelling. 

A helping hand for easy waste 
holding tank emptying. No gas 
build-up. Refresh every 4 to 5 
days. 

The Porta Potti Qube 
145 is a basic model 
portable toilet with a 
natural seating height 
and a high capacity 
waste-holding tank.
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ONLY

$24.99



GREAT EQUIPMENT FOR

SUPER VALUE

Pehuea

$149.99

Nohea Moku

$159.99

OUTDOORS
Olukai Footwear

Savwinch - Boat Anchor Winch Specialists

• Lightweight, breathable mesh upper. Easy on/off use and minimally 
Lined with a soft, breathable, moisture-wicking microfiber.

• Dual-density anatomical PU footbed with a polyurethane gel insert. 
Soft, quick-drying jersey knit or single layer mesh footbed cover for 
maximum comfort and breathability. Removable and washable.

• All-weather, non-marking rubber cutsole with for traction on wet 
surfaces.

• Our patented Drop-In Heel design offers both a shoe or slide 
functionality. Stretch bootie construction for barefoot wear.

• Equipped for wet conditions, Inspired by and designed with nautical 
life in mind.
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SS880

SS1000

SS1500 

SSS1000

SSS1500

SSS2000 

FAST FALL

$2199.99

$2599.99

$2999.99

$2799.99

$3299.99

$4299.99

$699.99

SUPER SAVINGS

The Savwinch Classic Series has been around for over 10 years now and is the 
highest quality drum anchor winch worldwide. Having been installed on thousands 
of boats including charters, coast guard vessels, private users boats, and even 
boats seen on popular fishing shows, there are many happy Savwinch users out 
on the water.

In 2016 Savwinch have released their brand new Signature “Stainless Steel Motor” 
series. Designed locally and made exclusively for Savwinch. These are 316 Stainless 
Steel motors, not just a cover. They have 20% more power and speed. Machined to 
fine tolerances and utilising O ring seals, the SS motors are completely submersible 
without the use of sealants or glues. No more concerns about water ingress or 
corrosion.

In 2017 Savwinch introduced the worlds first and only complete 316 Stainless 
Steel Winch, the SSS range! Like the above SS Winches, these are fully sealed 316 
Stainless Steel motors but also feature a full 316 Stainless Steel Gearbox! Our SSS 
Winches are the Rolls Royce of Winches, you cannot find anything better!

• Drum style electric boat anchor winches:

• Australian engineered motors

• Oversized gearbox worm drive fully sealed (maintenance free for life)

• 316 Stainless steel drum with solid keyed shaft

• Fully sealed Motor (IP68 12V/24V) with external gland no terminals on motor  
 (corrosion resistant)

• Low noise, won’t scare off fish

• Stainless Bearing hub and Bearing support

• Comes with Circuit breaker, solenoid, and forward and reversing switch

• Motor/gearbox has 8 different degree mounting points to drum bracket

• No gap between the bracket and the drum so your rope cannot fall  
 between and jam up

• The anchor is lowered and raised through the flick of a switch and locks into  
 position once switch is disengaged

Savwinch are proud to have the worlds first electronic Fast Fall system, with a 
patented world winning design. It is mechanical clutch free, which increases the 
speed of the motor on the way down, comparably as fast as you can freely drop 
your anchor. Other winch brands go up just as fast as they go down, this draws 
more current which could lead to overloads, battery drainage, and winch failure. 
Regardless the Savwinch Fast Fall system drops significantly faster than a fixed 
speed winch.
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9. Sea Marine - Whakatane. 2 Clifton Rd, Whakatane.  
Ph 07 308 0043 | 0800 427 875 | sales@seamarine.co.nz
10. Harbourview Marine - Gisborne. Wainui Rd  
(opp wharf), Gisborne. Ph 06 868 8686 
mark.pearce@harbourviewmarine.co.nz
11. Trev Terry Marine - Taupo. 27 Nukuhau St, Taupo.  
Ph 07 378 7779 | admin@trevterrymarine.co.nz 
www.trevterrymarine.co.nz
12. Trev Terry Marine - Kinloch. Kinloch Rd, Kinloch.  
Ph 07 378 6266 | kinloch@trevterrymarine.co.nz
13. Trev Terry Marine - Turangi. 3 Turanga Plc, Turangi.  
Ph 07 386 0803 | turangi@trevterrymarine.co.nz
14. Firmans Marine - Napier. 220 Prebenson Drv, Napier.  
Ph 06 835 9718 | marineshop@firmansmarine.co.nz
15. Tasman Marine - New Plymouth. 27 Ocean View Parade, 
New Plymouth. Ph 06 769 5656 | lee@tasmanmarine.co.nz
16. Tasman Marine - Hawera. 143 Glover Rd, Hawera.  
Ph 06 278 7187 | lee@tasmanmarine.co.nz

17. Boat City - Wellington, Kapiti Coast. Main Rd, 
Paraparaumu. Ph 04 298 5931 | parts@boatcity.co.nz

SOUTH ISLAND
18. Bays Boating - Motueka. 15 King Edward St, Motueka.  
Ph 03 528 5200 | baysboating@xtra.co.nz
19. Marine & Watercraft - Blenheim. 72 Grove Rd, Blenheim. 
Ph 03 578 0569 | petew@mwcraft.co.nz
20. Mr Boats - Christchurch. 247 Dyers Rd, Christchurch.  
Ph 03 384 2726 | showroom@mrboats.co.nz
21. Mr Boats - Timaru. 74 King St, Timaru.  
Ph 03 684 4107 | timaru@mrboats.co.nz
22. Read Marine - Dunedin. Kitchener St, PO Box 241, 
Dunedin. Ph 03 474 0871 | sales@readmarine.co.nz
23. Pleasure & Marine - Invercargill. 24 Bay Rd, Invercargill.  
Ph 03 215 6266 | sales@pleasureandmarine.co.nz

NORTH ISLAND
1. Cater Marine - Opua. Baffin St, Opua. 
Ph 09 402 8292 | accounts@catermarine.co.nz
2. All Marine - Whangarei. 231 Port Rd, Whangarei.  
Ph 09 438 4499 | team@allmarine.co.nz
3. All Marine - Riverside. 52 Riverside Dr, Whangarei.  
Ph 09 974 8765 | sales@allmarine.co.nz
4. Fish City - Albany, Auckland.  
Cnr Rosedale Rd & Triton Dr, North Harbour, Auckland.  
Ph 09 476 4282 | shop@saltysmarine.co.nz
5. Kev & Ians Marine - Auckland, Maukau. 18 Mahia Rd, 
Manurewa. Ph 09 267 4999 | marine@kev.co.nz
6. Fish City - Hamilton. Kahikatea Drv, Frankton, Hamilton. 
Ph 07 846 6675 | showroom@fishcity.co.nz www.
fishcityhamilton.co.nz
7. Mastertech Marine - Tauranga. 60 Whiore Ave, Tauriko.  
Ph 07 579 4240 | parts@mastertech.co.nz
8. Telfer Marine - Rotorua. 236 Te Ngae Rd, Rotorua.  
Ph 07 345 9854 | sales@telfermarine.co.nz

Chris is a keen fisherman and has already taken the boat out for a few fishing 
trips. He was stoked with the win and when Max Christensen from FC Boats 
spent the day with him for the hand over, the smile never left his face. They 
had an awesome day putting the boat through its paces and caught a nice 
bin of fish while doing so.
The FC535 Centre Console is powered by a super smooth 60hp Mercury 
command thrust four- stroke and came on a Voyager Low Rider trailer. The 
package was kitted out with heaps of great marine accessories from the 
Boating & Outdoors suppliers including a Simrad GPS/fish finder, a Savwinch 
auto winch system, Hutchwilco safety pack and Fusion marine stereo plus lots 
more. Chris will definitely have all the necessary toys to enjoy his new boat.
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CONGRATULATIONS
to Chris Harrison for winning the awesome FC535 Boat giveaway!


